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TECHNICAL ARTICLE
High-load Ball Screws Enable Safe And
Efficient Motion For Cobots
Collaboration robots (cobots) provide
the strength, consistency and reliability
of industrial robots with the judgement
and flexibility of human operators.
Cobots are increasingly used in large-
scale production applications that
involve continuous lifting operations but
still require a human touch. While
cobots have been in use for at least a
decade and continue to grow,
applications have been limited by the
gearing systems that control motion. A
French cobot maker, however, has
developed a solution that uses ball
screw and cable actuators instead of
gears, setting a new benchmark for
cobot efficiency and safety.

“Load capacity is a key differentiator for cobots.
Ball screws enable handling of higher loads than
gears, and the Thomson ball screws had the
highest load capacity of those we evaluated. We
also liked the fact that they get there with two
leads,” M. Measson said.

WEBINAR RECORDING:
Live From The Factory Floor: Save Money
With Expert Ball Screw Refurbishment
Did you know that worn or damaged ball
screws can often be repaired with the
right expert knowledge? Learn more
about this service by watching our latest
webinar recording. Gain insights from
Thomson ball screw repair experts to
assure long life and smooth running ball
screw assembly systems for less
machine downtime.

Watch the webinar recording >

Visualizing Linear Motion Solutions
Visit our new, enhanced video library

Sometimes it takes a visual of a concept
or product to fully understand how
something looks or works, so we at
Thomson continually work to build upon
a helpful video library for our partners
and customers. Covering a wide range
of our product categories, including
actuators, ball and lead screws, Linear
Ball Bushing® Bearings, and linear
motion systems, these 60+ videos
include how-to instructions, success
stories, product comparisons,
technology spotlights, application details
and more.

Visit the video library >
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